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Some classical estimates for the zeros of the solutions of third and fourth order
linear differential equations, due to M. Hanan and to W. Leighton and Z. Nehari,
respectively, are extended to the nth order case. Answering in a complete way to a
conjecture of the last authors, it is proved that these estimates are, in any possible
case, the sharpest ones. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let us consider the fourth order Cauchy problem
YYp x y q q x y s 0, .  . .
XX Y Yy a s y a s y a s 0, py a s 1; F .  .  .  .  .  .
2 . 0 . w .where p g C I , q g C I , p, q ) 0 in I s a, q` , and denote, when
 .it exists, by t the ith zero on a, q` of the corresponding solution. Ini
w x1958 Leighton and Nehari 9 proved the following comparison result: let
tU and tX be the k th zero of the solution of the problem obtained byk k
 .replacing in F q by Q and, respectively, p by P. One has
if Q x G q x ) 0 then tU F t , .  . k 2 ky1
if 0 - P x F p x then tX - t . LN .  .  .k 2 k
In the same paper they conjectured that the inequalities tU F t , tX F tk k k k
 .hold as well like for the second order case ; however, this author showed
 w x.see 4, 5 that, in general, this is not true.
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w xIn 1961 Hanan 8 proved the same comparison criteria of Leighton and
Nehari for third order equations. In both the papers, these criteria are
used in order to compare the oscillation character of equations with
different coefficients. In the nth order case the corresponding oscillatory
 w x.result was obtained by Elias using a different method see 2, 3 , but the
extension of the comparison results of Leighton and Nehari and of Hanan
seems to be still unknown.
 .The aim of this paper is to extend the estimates LN to equations of
arbitrary order with more general coefficients and the weaker assumption
. Uq G 0 , to clarify the motivation of the two different valuations for t andk
tX , and to prove that for every equation of order G 3 of the consideredk
type and all the coefficients, these estimates are the best possible.
We shall investigate the nth order equation
Ly q q x y s 0, .
where L is a linear differential operator of order n, n G 2, which can be
factorized into a product of first order operators:
XXX
Ly s p p . . . p p y . . . . . . .n ny1 1 0
w . ny i .Here p ) 0 on I s a, q` and p g C I for all i s 0, . . . , n; q is ai i
 .Xcontinuous nonnegative function. We will set L y s p y, L y s p L y ,0 0 i i iy1
i s 1, . . . , n, Ly s L y. L y, . . . , L y are usually called the quasi-deri¨ a-n 0 n
ti¨ es of y.
 4Let i be an index belonging to 0, . . . , n y 1 and consider the Cauchy0
problems
XXX
p p . . . p p y . . . q q x y s 0, 1 .  .  . . .n ny1 1 0
 4  4L y a s 0, i g 0, . . . , n y 1 _ i , L y a s 1; 1.1 .  .  .i 0 i0
XXX
p p . . . p p y . . . q Q x y s 0, 2 .  .  . . .n ny1 1 0
 4  4L y a s 0, i g 0, . . . , n y 1 _ i , L y a s 1; 1.1 .  .  .i 0 i0
XXXX
p p . . . P . . . p p y . . . . . . q q x y s 0, 3 .  .  . . . .n ny1 h 1 0
 4  4M y a s 0, i g 0, . . . , n y 1 _ i , M y a s 1 3.1 .  .  .i 0 i0
 .where M y is defined as L y but with p replaced by P .i i h h
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The first main result is the following
U X  .THEOREM 1. Denote by t , t , t the kth zero on a, q` of the solutionk k k
 .  .  .  .  .  .of 1 ] 1.1 , 2 ] 1.1 , 3 ] 3.1 , respecti¨ ely.
 . U Ua If Q G q G 0 on I then t F t and t - t for all k ) 1.1 1 k 2 ky1
 . Xb If 0 - P F p on I and 1 F h F i the t - t for all k G 1.h h 0 k 2 k
 . X Xc If 0 - P F p on I and i - h F n y 1 then t F t and t -h h 0 1 1 k
t for all k ) 1.2 ky1
In the case n s 2 our method also provides the more precise and
U X  .classical inequalities t F t , t F t for all k G 1 see Corollary 1 .k k k k
 .Moreover, the change of variable z s p y shows that the claim a holds0
 .  .as well assuming Qr P P G qr p p G 0.0 n 0 n
If q ) 0, then similar results hold for the zeros of the quasi-derivatives
 4of the solutions. Consider, in fact, j g 0, . . . , n y 1 . The indices i and0 0
 4j determine the subset A of 0, . . . , n y 1 defined by0
 4i q 1, i q 2, . . . , j if i - j ,0 0 0 0 0A s   4i q 1, i q 2, . . . , n y 1, 0, 1, . . . , j if i G j .0 0 0 0 0
 . U XTHEOREM 2. Assume q ) 0 on a, q` and denote by T , T , T the kthk k k
 .  .  .zero on a, q` of the quasi-deri¨ ati¨ e of order j of the solution of 1 ] 1.1 ,0
 .  .  .  .2 ] 1.1 , 3 ] 3.1 , respecti¨ ely. Let 1 F h F n y 1.
 .  . Ua If Q G q on I and 0 g A i.e., j F i , then T F T and0 0 1 1
TU - T for all k ) 1.k 2 ky1
 .  . Ub If Q G q on I and 0 f A i.e., j ) i , then T - T for all0 0 k 2 k
k G 1.
 . X Xc If 0 - P F p on I and h g A, then T F T and T - T forh h 1 1 k 2 ky1
all k ) 1.
 . Xd If 0 - P F p on I and h f A, then T - T for all k G 1.h h k 2 k
When q G 0, the quasi-derivatives of order G 1 of the solution of
 .  .1 ] 1.1 may vanish on intervals. In this case we can state a corresponding
result considering zero-components instead of zeros. Actually, we shall see
that Theorems 1 and 2 are consequences of a slight more general result
 .Theorem 5 concerning the zero-components of the quasi-derivatives.
Our approach in order to prove Theorem 5 is based on a separation
property relative to the zeros of the solution of the problem and of its
 . adjoint Proposition 2 , and on a comparison principle see Theorem 4 and
. w xProposition 3 . These results, already established in 6, 7 , are here im-
proved and demonstrated in a simpler way. The proof of Theorem 5 shows
that the two different estimates in Theorem 2 depend on the number of
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 .the zeros that L y has in a, T . This number is equal to k y 1 if h g Ah k
and to k if h f A.
w x As already remarked, Leighton and Nehari 9, p. 370 conjectured for
. U Xn s 4 that one has t F t , t F t for all k G 1. However, not only thesek k k k
 w x.conjectures are not true in general as pointed out in 4, 5 , but, surpris-
ingly, the estimates of the previous theorems are, for every n G 3 and each
k G 1, the best possible with respect to a general change of one of the
coefficients p and q. This is the content of the next theorem, which willh
be proved in the final section of the paper.
THEOREM 3. Assume n G 3 and let T , TU , T X be defined as in Theoremk k k
2. Set p ' 1 for all i s 0, . . . , n, theni
 .a if 0 g A then for all k G 2 there exist q, Q satisfying Q G q ) 0 on
I and such that TU ) T ;k 2 ky2
 .b if 0 f A then for all k G 1 there exist q, Q satisfying Q G q ) 0 on
I and such that TU ) T .k 2 ky1
 4  4Let 1 F h F n y 1. Set p ' 1 for all i g 0, . . . , n y 1 _ h and q ' 1,i
then
 .c if h g A then for all k G 2 there exist p , P satisfying 0 - P F ph h h h
on I and such that T X ) T ;k 2 ky2
 .d if h f A then for all k G 1 there exist p , P satisfying 0 - P F ph h h h
on I and such that T X ) T .k 2 ky1
2. SEPARATION AND COMPARISON RESULTS
 4Let i be a fixed index belonging to 0, . . . , n y 1 . Consider the system0
given by
yX s r x y , i s 0, . . . , n y 2, .i iq1 iq1
yX s yr x y ; 4 .  .ny1 0 0
and the initial conditions
 4  4y a s 0, i g 0, . . . , n y 1 _ i , y a s 1, 4.1 .  .  .i 0 i0
0 .where r g C I , i s 0, . . . , n y 1, r G 0, r k 0, and r ) 0 for i si 0 0 i
1, . . . , n y 1.
 .Setting y s L y, r s qr p p , and r s 1rp for i s 1, . . . , n y 1,i i 0 0 n i i
 .  .  .  .then Cauchy problem 1 ] 1.1 is transformed in 4 ] 4.1 .
Our first lemma describes some properties of the zeros of the compo-
 .  .nents of the solution Y of 4 ] 4.1 . Since r G 0, certain components of Y0
may vanish identically on intervals. This fact leads us to introduce the
following definitions.
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Let f be a continuous function defined on I. A maximal closed
subinterval J of I, which may consist of a single point, on which f is
identically zero, will be called a zero-component of f. A zero-component J
w x  .will be called internal to the interval c, d if J ; c, d . We shall denote by
J and J the left and the right endpoints of J hence, if J is bounded, then
w x.J s J, J . Given two zero-components J, K of f and g, respectively, and
w x w xa point c, we shall write J - K if J - K, and J - c J ) c if J - c, J ) c .
 .  .  .LEMMA 1. Let Y s y , . . . , y be the solution of 4 ] 4.1 and0 ny1
  . 4a s inf x ) a : r x ) 0 . Let x be a constant such that x ) a and0 0 0 0 0
 .y x s 0. One hask 0
 .  .  .a if 1 F k F n y 2 then y x y x - 0 for all i - k - j;i 0 j 0
 .  .if k s 0 then y x y x ) 0 for all i, j G 1;i 0 j 0
 .  .if k s n y 1 then y x y x ) 0 for all i, j F n y 2 and all x g J,i j
where J denotes the zero-component of y containing x .ny1 0
 .  .b The first component of Y ¨anishing on a , q` is y . The first0 i0
w xcomponent of Y ¨anishing for x ) x for x ) J if k s n y 1 is y .0 ky1.mod n
 .Proof. For x ) a and x small enough, one has y x ) 0 for i s0 i
X .  .0, . . . , i ; y x ) 0 for i s 0, . . . , i y 1; and y x - 0 for i s i q0 i 0 i 0
X .1, . . . , n y 1, y x F 0 for i s i q 1, . . . , n y 1. Hence in the open inter-i 0
val between a and the first zero x of y no components of Y vanish.0 1 i0
Moreover the components of Y, evaluated at the point x , satisfy the1
 .  .  .conditions of part a . This proves the first part of claim b and that a
 .holds when x is the first zero of y in a , q` .0 i 00
In order to complete the proof of the lemma, it is sufficient to show that
 .if y x s 0, x ) a and the components of Y, evaluated at x , satisfyk 0 0 0 0
 .the conditions of part a , then no components of Y vanish before the first
 . Uzero on x , q` of y , and, if such zero x exists then0 ky1.mod n
 U .  U .  .y x , . . . , y x satisfy again all the conditions of part a .0 ny1
 . To this end assume first 1 F k F n y 1, and suppose that y x ) 0 if0 0
 . . w xy x - 0 the proof is similar . For x ) x for x ) J if k s n y 1 and x0 0 0
 . X .  .small enough, one has y x ) 0, y x ) 0 for i s 0, . . . , k y 2; y x - 0,i i i
X .  . X  .  .y x - 0 for i s k, . . . , n y 2, y x - 0, y x F 0, and y x ) 0,i ny1 ny1 ky1
X  . Uy x - 0. Hence in the open interval between x and the first zero xky1 0
of y , no components of Y vanish. A similar analysis shows that whenky1
k s 0, no components of Y vanish before the first zero, again denoted by
U U  .x , of y . In both the cases one has easily that at the point x claim any1
holds.
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 .  w x.The adjoint of 4 see 7 is
¨ X s r x ¨ , i s 0, . . . , n y 2, .i ny1yi iq1
nq1X¨ s y1 r x ¨ . 5 .  .  .ny1 0 0
 .We shall consider system 5 and the initial conditions
 4  4¨ b s 0, j g 0, . . . , n y 1 _ n y 1 y j , .j 0
 .ny1yj0¨ b s y1 5.1 .  .  .ny1yj0
where 0 F j F n y 1 and b ) a.0
 .  .LEMMA 2. Let Y s y , . . . , y , V s ¨ , . . . , ¨ be the solutions of0 ny1 0 ny1
 .  .  .  .   . 44 ] 4.1 and 5 ] 5.1 , respecti¨ ely; b ) a s inf x ) a : r x ) 0 and0 0
  . 4b s sup x - b : r x ) 0 .0 0
 .a y ¨anishes at b if and only if ¨ ¨anishes at a.j ny1yi0 0
 .  .b The zeros of y on a, q` and the zeros of y , 1 F i F n y 2, on0 i
 .  .a , q` , are simple. If r ) 0 then the zeros on a, q` of e¨ery component0 0
y are simple.i
 . w .c The zeros of ¨ on a, b and the zeros of ¨ , 1 F i F n y 2, on0 i
w . w .a, b , are simple. If r ) 0 then the zeros on a, b of e¨ery component ¨0 0 i
are simple.
 .d y , 0 F i F n y 1, has only a finite number m of zero-componentsi
w x w x  .  .  .m.  .  .on the inter¨ al c, d ; a, b . If y c y d / 0 then y1 y c y d ) 0.i i i i
The same holds for ¨ as well.i
 .  X X .  .ny1.  .ny2.Proof. a Multiplying y , . . . , y by y1 ¨ , y1 ¨ ,0 ny1 ny1 ny2
.. . . , ¨ one has0
ny1 ny2
ny1yi ny1yiXy1 ¨ y s y1 ¨ r y y ¨ r y . .  . ny1yi i ny1yi iq1 iq1 0 0 0
is0 is0
w x  . XLet us integrate in a, b . By 5 , ¨ s r ¨ , i s 1, . . . , n y 1, hence,ny1yi i nyi
w x . w x .integrating by parts, we get B Y, V b s B Y, V a , where
ny1
ny1yiw xB Y , V x [ y1 ¨ x y x . 6 .  .  .  .  . ny1yi i
is0
 . w x . w x .  .If y b s 0 then B Y, V b s 0, so B Y, V a s 0 and ¨ a s 0.j ny1yi0 0
The converse may be proved in a similar way.
 .   .b It follows by Lemma 1 remark that if a - a then y x ) 0 on0 0
 x.a, a .0
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 .  .  . i  .  .c Setting z x s y1 ¨ b y x , one has that Z s z , . . . , zi i 0 ny1
is the solution of
zX s r b y x z , i s 0, . . . , n y 2, .i ny1yi iq1
zX s yr b y x z , 7 .  .ny1 0 0
 4  4z 0 s 0, j g 0, . . . , n y 1 _ n y 1 y j , z 0 s 1, 7.1 .  .  .j 0 ny1yj0
 .  .  .which has the same form of 4 ] 4.1 . Hence the claim follows by b .
 .d It follows immediately from Lemma 1.
 .  .PROPOSITION 1. Let Y s y , . . . , y , V s ¨ , . . . , ¨ be the solu-0 ny1 0 ny1
 .  .  .  .  .tions of 4 ] 4.1 and 5 ] 5.1 , respecti¨ ely. Suppose y b s 0 and letj0
 .  .t - t - ??? - t m G 0 be the zeros of y on a, b . Then ¨ has m1 2 m 0 0
 .zeros s - s - ??? - s on a, b as well and1 2 m
 .i if n s 2 then t s s for all i,i i
 .ii if n G 3 then a - s - t - s - t - ??? - s - t - b.1 1 2 2 m m
Proof. If n s 2 then Y s b V for some b / 0 hence the claim is trivial.
Let now n G 3.
w x . w x . w x   .As B Y, V x s B Y, V b for all x g a, b see 6 and the proof of
 .. w x .Lemma 2 a , and B Y, V b s 0, then
w x w xB Y , V x s 0 for all x g a, b . 8 .  .
 .  . i  . Setting z x s y1 ¨ b y x , i s 0, . . . , n y 1, then Z s z , . . . ,i i 0
.  .  .z satisfies 7 ] 7.1 , therefore Lemma 1 can be applied both to Y andny1
Z.
 .Claim 1. ¨ t / 0 for all i s 1, . . . , m. Assume the contrary. By0 i
 .  .Lemma 1, the numbers y t , . . . , y t are non-zero and all of the1 i ny1 i
 .  .same sign. By the same lemma the numbers y¨ t , ¨ t , . . . ,1 i 2 i
 .ny1  . wy1 ¨ t satisfy the same conditions as well. Therefore B Y,ny1 i
x .  .V t / 0, in contradiction to 8 .i
 .Claim 2. ¨ ¨anishes in e¨ery inter¨ al t , t , i s 1, . . . , m y 1. As-0 i iq1
sume that there exists an index i for which the claim does not hold. By
w x Claim 1, ¨ is of one sign on t , t , say ¨ ) 0 here if ¨ - 0 the proof0 i iq1 0 0
.is similar .
By Lemma 1, y , j s 1, . . . , n y 1, has exactly one zero-component n inj j
 . t , t and t - n - n - ??? - n - t n , . . . , n consist ofi iq1 i ny1 ny2 1 iq1 1 ny2
.a single point .
 .ny1  .  .If y1 ¨ t G 0 then by virtue of Lemma 1 applied to Z ,ny1 iq1
 . j  .  . iq1  .y1 ¨ t ) 0 for all j s 0, . . . , n y 2. Since y1 y t ) 0 forj iq1 j iq1
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w x .  .j s 1, . . . , n y 1, one has B Y, V t / 0, contrary to 8 . Henceiq1
 .ny1  .  .ny1y1 ¨ t - 0, and, by applying Lemma 1 to Z, y1 ¨ - 0ny1 iq1 ny1
w x  .ny2  .  . j  .on t , t . If y1 ¨ n G 0 then y1 ¨ n ) 0 for all j si iq1 ny2 1 j 1
 . i  .  . i  .0, . . . , n y 3. As y1 y n - 0 for all j s 2, . . . , n y 1 and y1 y nj 1 0 1
w x .  .ny2  .) 0, again we have B Y, V n / 0. Hence y1 ¨ n - 0, so that1 ny2 1
 .ny2 w xy1 ¨ - 0 on t , n . A repeated use of this argument leads tony2 i 1
 .  . j w xy¨ n - 0 and y1 ¨ - 0 on t , n for all j s 1, . . . , n y 1 so1 ny2 j i ny2
w x .that B Y, V n / 0, and a contradiction is reached.ny1
 .Claim 3. ¨ ¨anishes on a, t . Denote again by n , j s 1, . . . , i the0 1 j 0
 .unique zero-component of y on a, t . As before, arguing by contradic-j 1
 xtion, we can assume ¨ ) 0 on a, t , and by the same arguments used0 1
ny1yi ny1yi0 0 .  .  .previously, we get y1 ¨ n - 0 and y1 ¨ - 0ny1yi i ny1yi0 0 0w x  .  .on a, n , while by Lemma 1 a , ¨ a s 0.i ny1yi0 0
 .Claim of the Proposition holds. The zeros of z on 0, b y a are the0
points b y s , while the zeros of the solution of the adjoint problem ofi
 .  .  .7 ] 7.1 on 0, b y a are the points b y t . So Claims 1, 2, 3 hold in thei
case of the zeros of V as well. By this remark and the previous claims we
get easily the proof of the proposition.
The previous separation result can be extended to the zero-components
of y , h G 1.h
w .Denote by u the k th zero-component of y on a, q` which does notk j0
contain the point a. We set u s q` if such a zero-component does notk
  . .exist. If j F n y 2, u is the k th zero of y on a , q` .0 k j 00
 .PROPOSITION 2. Assume that b g u . Let Y s y , . . . , y and V sk 0 ny1
 .  .  .  .  .¨ , . . . , ¨ be the solution of 4 ] 4.1 and 5 ] 5.1 , respecti¨ ely, and let0 ny1
0 F h F n y 1. Then y has m zero-components, t - t - ??? - t , inter-h 1 2 m
w x wnal to a, b , where m s k y 1 if h g A and m s k if h f A. ¨ ¨ ifnyh 0
x w xh s 0 has m zero-components, s - s - ??? - s , internal to a, b as1 2 m
 .  .well, and claims i , ii of Proposition 1 hold.
The proof of Proposition 2 is similar to the previous one the claim, if
.h g A then m s k y 1, if h f A then m s k, follows by Lemma 1 and we
omit it for sake of conciseness. We remark, however, that when r ) 0, the0
proof in the case h ) 0 is an immediate consequence of the case h s 0.
This follows by virtue of the ``Correspondence principle'', introduced by
w xMarini, Cecchi, and Villari 1 . In our case it consists in observing that
setting
U s y , . . . , y , yy , . . . , yy , .h ny1 0 hy1
n n
W s ¨ , . . . , ¨ , y y1 ¨ , . . . , y y1 ¨ .  . .nyh ny1 0 nyhy1
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and r s r , one has that U satisfies the Cauchy problemi  iqh. mod n
uX s r x u , i s 0, . . . , n y 2, .i iq1 iq1
uX s yr x u ; .ny1 0 0
 4  U 4 Uu a s 0, i g 0, . . . , n y 1 _ i , u a s "1, .  .i 0 i0
U  .where i s i y h mod n, while W satisfies0 0
wX s r x w , i s 0, . . . , n y 2, .i ny1yi iq1
nq1Xw s y1 r x w ; .  .ny1 0 0
 4  U 4 Uw b s 0, j g 0, . . . , n y 1 _ j , w b s "1, .  .j 0 j0
U  .with j s h y 1 y j mod n. So t and s are the zeros of u and w ,0 0 i i 0 0
respectively.
Let 0 F h F n y 1 be a fixed index, R be a continuous functionh
 .R G 0, R ) 0 for h G 1 , and consider the system obtained by replacing0 h
 .in 4 r with R . In this case u will be indicated by Q . For convenience,h h k k
 .we shall also denote by u a the zero-component u obtained by replac-k k
 .  .  .  .ing in 4 r by r q a R y r , hence u 0 s u , u 1 s Q .h h h h k k k k
 .  .LEMMA 3. If u a - b and u a ) b for some 0 F a - a F 1,k 1 k 2 1 2
 .  .then there exists b g a , a such that b g u b .1 2 k
 .  .  . Proof. Denote by Y x, a the solution of 4 ] 4.1 where r q a R yh h
.  .  .r replaces r . As u a - b, by Lemma 2 d there are k q 1 pointsh h k 1
 .  .a - s - ??? - s - b, such that y s , a y s , a - 0, for 1 F i F1 kq1 j i 1 j iq1 10 0
 .k. By continuity, for a ) a and a small enough, u a - b as well. Set1 k
  . 4  .  xb s inf a ) a : u a G b . As u a ) b, we have b g a , a .1 k k 2 1 2
By definition of b and Lemma 2, there exists an increasing sequence
 j4  j4 ja converging to b , and sequences of points t such that a - t - ???i 1
- t j - b, t j ª tU , andk i i
y t j, a j s 0; y t j, a j y t j , a j - 0, i s 1, . . . , k y 1; .  .  .j i j q1 i j q1 iq10 0 0
j jy t , a k 0 on a, t , .j 10
 .  U .for all j G 1 where j q 1 s 0 if j s n y 1 . One has y t , b s 0. If0 0 j i0U U  . w U x  .either t s a or t ) a and y t, b ' 0 on a, t , then y a, b s 01 1 j 1 i0 0
 . U Ucontradicting 4.1 . Moreover if t s t then at this point two compo-i iq1
 .nents of Y x, b vanish in contradiction to Lemma 1. By the same lemma
 U .  U .we can conclude that y t , b y t , b - 0, therefore either b gj q1 i j q1 iq10 0
 .  .u b or u b - b. In the latter case b - a and for a ) b and a smallk k 2
 .enough, u a - b in contradiction to the definition of b.k
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The next theorem shows that the possibility of comparing u and Q isk k
strictly related to the zero-components t , s , i s 1, . . . , m, defined ini i
Proposition 2.
 . w  . xFor convenience, if y a s 0 y b s 0 then we shall denote by th h 0
w x w x w xt the zero-component of y on a, b containing the point a b . Ifmq 1 h
 . w  . x  4 w  4xy a / 0 y b / 0 we set t s a t s b . A corresponding defini-h h 0 mq1
tion will be given for s and s .0 mq1
 .THEOREM 4. Assume b g u . Let Y s y , . . . , y and V sk 0 ny1
 .  .  .  .  .¨ , . . . , ¨ be the solution of 4 ] 4.1 and 5 ] 5.1 , respecti¨ ely. Let0 ny1
w x0 F h F n y 1, R ) 0 R G 0 if h s 0 and denote by t and s , i sh h i i
w x1, . . . , m, m G 0, the zero-components of y and ¨ ¨ if h s 0 internalh nyh 0
w xto a, b , respecti¨ ely. Let j, 0 F j F m, be fixed.
 . w x wa If R G r on t , s , R s r otherwise, and R k r on t ,h h j jq1 h h h h j
xs , then Q - b.jq1 k
 . w x wb If R F r on t , s , R s r otherwise, and R k r on t ,h h j jq1 h h h h j
xs , then Q ) b.jq1 k
 . w x w xc If R F r on s , t , R s r otherwise, and R k r on s , t ,h h j j h h h h j j
then Q - b.k
Proof. We shall prove the statement only in the case h s 0; if h ) 0
the argument is similar remark that if r ) 0 then the case h ) 0 follows,0
.by virtue of the ``Correspondence Principle'', trivially from the case h s 0 .
 .  .  .  .Set r s R y r . Let Y, V be the solutions of 4 ] 4.1 , 5 ] 5.1 , respec-0 0
 .tively, and denote by Y x, a , a G 0, the solution of
yX s r x y , i s 0, . . . , n y 2, .i iq1 iq1
yX s y r x q a r x y ; 9 .  .  . .ny1 0 0
 .   .  ..  .and the initial conditions 4.1 so Y x, 0 s Y x and by Z x the partial
 .derivative with respect to a of Y x, a evaluated at a s 0. Differentiating
 .  .9 ] 4.1 with respect to a , we have
zX s r x z , i s 0, . . . , n y 2, .i iq1 iq1
zX s yr x z y r x y ; .  .ny1 0 0 0
 .moreover z a s 0 for all i s 0, . . . , n y 1. Consider the inner product ofi
 X X .  .ny1  .ny2 .z , . . . , z and y1 ¨ , y1 ¨ , . . . , ¨ , i.e.,0 ny1 ny1 ny2 0
ny1
ny1yi Xy1 ¨ z . ny1yi i
is0
ny2
ny1yis y1 ¨ r z y ¨ r z y ¨ ry , . ny1yi iq1 iq1 0 0 0 0 0
is0
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w x  .  .and integrate in a, b . Integrating by parts and by virtue of 5 and 5.1 ,
we get
b
z b s y R x y r x ¨ x y x dx. 10 .  .  .  .  .  . .Hj 0 0 0 00
a
 .  .kq1  .  .Claim a . Let j F i . By Lemma 1, y1 ¨ x y x ) 0 on0 0 0 0
k k .  .  .  .  .  . .t , s . By 10 , y1 z b s y1 ­ y r­a b, 0 ) 0, so there existsj jq1 j j0 0
 x  .k  .  .g g 0, 1 such that y1 y b, a ) 0 for all a g 0, g . By definition ofj0
 . iq1  .u , there exist k points a - t - ??? - t - b, such that y1 y t ) 0,k 1 k j i0
 .i s 1, . . . , k. By continuity for a ) 0 small enough one has u a - b.k
 .  xAssume by contradiction that u 1 G b. Then there exists b g 0, 1k
 .  .such that b g u b . In fact, if b f u 1 then this claim follows byk k
Lemma 3.
 .Consider system 9 where b replaces a . By the same calculations done
before one has
b
R x y r x ¨ x y x , b dx .  .  .  . .H 0 0 0 0
a
sjq1s R x y r x ¨ x y x , b dx s 0. 11 .  .  .  .  . .H 0 0 0 0
t j
Remark that t is the left endpoint of the jth zero-component, t b, ofj j
 .  .y x, b as well, and s is the right endpoint of the j q 1 st zero-com-0 jq1
b  .   .  .  .ponent, s , of ¨ x, b as well V x, b is the solution of 5 ] 5.1 wherejq1 0
. b b br q b r replaces r . By Proposition 2, s - t for n ) 2 and s s0 0 jq1 jq1 jq1
b  .  .t for n s 2. Hence y x, b and ¨ do not change sign on t , s . Asjq1 0 0 j jq1
 .  .R k r on t , s , we get a contradiction to 11 , proving the claim. In0 0 j jq1
the case j ) i the proof is similar.0 0
 .  .Claim b . Assume j F i if j ) i the proof is similar . As 0 F R F0 0 0 0 0
kw x  .  .  . .r on t , s , by 10 one has y1 ­ y r­a b, 0 - 0. This implies0 i iq1 j0
 .k  .  .that for a ) 0 small enough y1 y b, a - 0 and that u a ) b; inj k0 U  x  U .fact, otherwise, there would exist a point t g a, b such that y t sj0
 U . w U x  .y t s 0 and r k 0 on a, t see the proof of Lemma 3 , in j q1. mod 00 n
contradiction to Lemma 1. The proof now follows the trace of the proof of
 .part a .
 .  .  .k  .Claim c . By 10 one has y1 z b ) 0, so the proof is similar toj0
 .  .the proof of part a . The only difference lies in the proof that y x, b0
 .does not change sign on s , t ; however, this assertion is a consequencej j
b  .of the inequality t ) t , following by part b .j j
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w xLet n G 3. In general if R G r on s , t and R s r otherwise, thenh h j j h h
all the cases Q - b, b g Q , Q ) b, are possible. However, we can statek k k
the following partial result:
PROPOSITION 3. Let b s u and suppose the same assumptions of Theo-k
w x w x w xrem 4. If R G r on c, d ; s , t , R s r otherwise, R k r on s , th h j j h h h h j j
and Q F u then c - s - t - d where s , t denote the points s , tÃ Ã Ã Ãk k j j i i i i
defined in Proposition 2 and obtained by replacing r by R and setting inh h
 . .5.1 , b s Q .k
Sketch of the Proof. By the argument used in the proof of Theorem 4
 .we get that for a positive and small enough u a ) b. By Lemma 3 therek
 x  . bexists b g 0, 1 such that b g u b . One has t - d, in fact otherwisek j
 . bwe would obtain a contradiction to 11 . Similarly s ) c. If Q s u thenj k k
we choose b s 1 and the claim is proved, so we can assume Q - u . Ask k
b  .t - d, by Theorem 4 a , t - d.Ãj j
Assume by contradiction that s F c. Remarking that Proposition 2 andÃj
Theorem 4 hold also assuming r and R piecewise continuous, weh h
w x w xconsider l g c, d and define R s r on a, l and R s R onh, l h h, l h
 .l, q` . Let us denote the corresponding zero-components s , t , u byi i i
 w x 4s , t , u , respectively. Set L s sup l g a, b : u F Q .i, l i, l i, l k , l k
 .It is not difficult to verify that Q g u see the proof of Lemma 3 ,k k , L
 .  .  . moreover L - t . By Theorem 4 c applied to problem 7 ] 7.1 wherej, L
.b s Q we can conclude that s - s . Thus, again by virtue of TheoremÃk j, L j
 .4 c one has that there exists e ) 0 such that u - Q in contradictionk , Lqe k
to the definition of L, proving the claim.
COROLLARY 1. Let n s 2. If R G r then Q F u and Q F u for allh h k k k k
k G 1.
Proof. By Proposition 2, t s s for each j. Let us remark that t - tj j j j
w ximplies h s 1 and r ' 0 on t , so, if R ' r on a, u _t , then the0 j h h k j
 .corresponding solutions coincide. By a repeated use of Theorem 4 a and
by this remark one has the claim.
 .THEOREM 5. a Assume R G r and h g A. If u - q` then Q F uh h 1 1 1
and Q F u . If k ) 1 and u - q` then Q - u .1 1 2 ky1 k 2 ky1
 .b Assume R G r and h f A. If k G 1 and u - q` then Q -h h 2 k k
u .2 k
Proof. By virtue of Corollary 1 we may assume n ) 2.
 . a We shall prove the claim i.e., Q F u and Q F u for k s 1,k k k k
.Q - u for k ) 1 by induction on k.k 2 ky1
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Let k s 1. As h g A, by Proposition 2, y has no zero-componentsh
w x  4internal to a, u . Setting b s u , by Lemma 1 we get t s b . So, if1 1 1
w x  .R k r on t , b , the claim follows by Theorem 4 a .h h 0
w xAssume R ' r on t , b . If a s t - t then h ) i and r ' 0 onh h 0 0 0 0 0
 .  .t . Therefore, if we replace in 4 ] 4.1 r with R , the corresponding0 h h
 . w x  4solution coincides with Y x on a, b . If u s b one has the claim,1
otherwise, by Lemma 1, j s n y 1 and r ' 0 on u . If h ) 0 then0 0 1
R ' 0 on u hence Q s u , if h s 0 then Q F u with strict inequality0 1 1 1 k k
.if R k 0 on u , proving the claim.0 k
Assume now k ) 1. Suppose by contradiction that we have R G r suchh h
that Q G u and set b s u . As u - u , by Lemma 3, therek 2 ky1 2 ky1 k 2 ky1
 x  .  .  .exists b g 0, 1 such that b g u b . Denote by Y x, b and V x, b thek
 .  .  .  .  .solution of 4 ] 4.1 and 5 ] 5.1 , respectively, where r q b R y rh h h
b b w xreplaces r , and by s , t , s , t the zero-components internal to a, b ofh j j j j
y , ¨ , y b, ¨ b , respectively. By Proposition 2, y and y b have 2k y 2h nyh h nyh h h
w xand k y 1 zero-components internal to a, b , respectively. By induction
bt F t .ky1 2 ky3
 .  . i  .  .Set z x s y1 ¨ b y x . Z s z , . . . , z is the solution ofi i 0 ny1
 .  .7 ] 7.1 . By applying the claim in the case k s 1 to such a Cauchy
problem we can conclude that s F s b . By Proposition 2, t -2 ky2 ky1 2 ky3
s , hence t b - s b , in contradiction to Proposition 2.2 ky2 ky1 ky1
 .b Set b s u . Assume by contradiction that for some k the claim2 k
 xis not true. As in the previous proof there exists b g 0, 1 such that
 . b bb g u b ; let s , t , s , t be as before. Since h f A, by Proposition 2,k j j j j
b w xy and y have 2k and k zero-components internal to a, b , respectively.h h
Remark that h belongs to the set A obtained by replacing j by h.0
 .Therefore we can apply part a to the zero-components of y , and we geth
b  .t F t . By the same argument used in the proof of part a we getk 2 ky1
s F s b. As t - s we get t b - s b in contradiction again to2 k k 2 ky1 2 k k k
Proposition 2.
 .Proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. Setting r s qr p p and r s0 0 n i
 .  .1rp , i s 1, . . . , n y 1, then problem 1 ] 1.1 can be written in the formi
 .  .  .4 ] 4.1 . If r ) 0 then, by Lemma 1, the zeros on a, q` of every0
 .  .component of the solution of 4 ] 4.1 are simple, if r G 0 the zeros of0
the component y are simple. Therefore, the claims of Theorems 1 and 20
follow immediately from Theorem 5.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Some additional notations and auxiliary results are needed. Let n G 3, K
be a positive number, and denote by y the solution of the CauchyK
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problem
y n. q K n y s 0,
y  i. 0 s a , i s 0, . . . , n y 1. 12 .  .i
 . n  4We will say that a vector a s a , . . . , a g R _ 0 has the D-prop-0 ny1
erty if there exists an index j, 0 F j F n y 1, such that the numbers
a , . . . , a , ya , . . . , ya are either all nonnegative or all nonposi-0 j jq1 ny1
tive.
If a has the D-property then for all K ) 0, y and its derivatives vanishK
 .  w xinfinitely many times on 0, q` and these zeros are simple see 4 for
. i .more details . In this case we denote by s a , K the first positive zero of
 i. ( )y . Moreover we shall denote by u x, K , j s 0, . . . , n y 1, the principalK j
 .   i. .solution of the equation in 12 i.e., the solution satisfying u 0, K s d ,j i, j
. ii s 0, . . . , n y 1, where d is the Kronecker's symbol , and by t the firsti, j
 i.  . ny1 ny2 0positive zero of u x, 1 . By Lemma 1, t - t - ??? - t .ny1
LEMMA 4. Assume a s 0 and a ) 0, i s 1, . . . , n y 1. Then0 i
¡ ny2t if j s 0
j ~ ny1a lim Ks a , K s .  . t if j s 1
Kªq` ¢0 if j s 2, . . . , n y 1
y  i. s j a , K . .K
b lim s 0 for all i , j s 0, . . . , n y 2. . ny1. jy s a , KKªq`  . .K
 .  . ny1  . ny1 yi  .Proof. a As y x s  a u x, K s  a K u Kx, 1 , settingK is0 i i is0 i i
 .  j. .z x, K s y xrK we getj K
ny1
jy i  j.z x , K s a K u x , 1 .  .j i i
is0
jy1ny1
jy i jyis a K u x , 1 y a K u x , 1 . .  . i iyj i nqiyj
isj is0
j  .The number Ks is the first positive zero of z x, K . Since a s 0 andj 0
 . ny1 1yi  .  .  0 .a ) 0 one has z x, K s  a K u x, 1 . By Lemma 1 a , u t , 11 1 is1 i iy1 i
ny1yi. 0 .  0 .s u t , 1 - 0 for i s 0, . . . , n y 2, hence z t , K - 0. Sinceny1 1
 . 1 0  1 .z 0, K s a ) 0 one has 0 - Ks - t . As z Ks , K s 0 for all K )1 1 1
 1 . 10, one has u Ks , 1 ª 0 as K ª q`. By continuity we get that Ks0
 . ny1tends to the first positive zero of u x, 1 , i.e., t .0
 0 .  .In the same way u Ks , 1 ª 0. We have z x, K ) 0 in a right1 0
 0 .neighborhood of point a and z t , K - 0, moreover, by its definition,0
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s 1 - s 0, hence Ks 1 - Ks 0. Since Ks 1 ª t ny1 we get that Ks 0 tends
 . ny2to the first positive zero of u x, 1 , i.e., t .1
j 1  j .For j G 2 we have Ks - Ks and u Ks , 1 ª 0, thereforeny jq1
necessarily Ks j ª 0.
 .b We have
ny1 iy1
 i. j iys j iys jy s s a K u Ks , 1 y a K u Ks , 1 . .  .  . K s syi s nyiqs
ssi ss0
 .For j s 0, 1 the claim follows by this relation and by part a . For j G 2 we
write
ny1 ju Ks , 1 .sy i syi i. j jy s s a s .  .K s syijKs .ssi
iy1 ju Ks , 1 .ny iqs nyiqsn jy a K s . 13 .  . s nyiqsjKs .ss0
  . s.Remark that lim u x, 1 rx s 1rs!, so, as K ª q`, the first sum-x ª 0 s
 .  j. j.mation in 13 tends to a . Since y s s 0, we can conclude thati K
n j nyjq1 .  .  .K s ª n y j q 1 !a ra . By 13 one has easily the claim.j 1
LEMMA 5. If a has the D-property then
y  i. s 0 a , K . .K0lim s a , K s 0 and lim s 0 . ny1. 0y s a , KKªq` Kªq`  . .K
for all i s 0, . . . , n y 2.
Proof. The argument is similar to one given in the previous proof.
In the proof of Theorem 3 we shall consider large jumps of the
 .coefficient q x near the zeros of the derivative of order j of the solution,
and we need 0 - j - n y 1. By Lemma 4 when n s 3 there are no such
j .indices for which Ks a , K ª 0. This fact produces some differences in
the proof for the cases n s 3 and n ) 3. We define
¡ 1s a , K .
3K if 0 F x F~q x , K , a s , .3 2¢
1 otherwise
K n if 0 F x F s ny2 a , K .q x , K , a s .n  1 otherwise
for all n ) 3.
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 .Assume that a has the D-property. Then the solution y of 12 and itsK
 .derivatives have infinitely many simple zeros on 0, q` . Moreover the
same arguments used in the proof of Lemma 1, show that for all x ) a the
  . ny1. ..vector y x , . . . , y x has the D-property as well. Thus the deriva-K K
( .tives of order - n of the solution C x, K, a of the problem
y n. q q x , K , a y s 0, .n
y  i. 0 s 0, i s 0, . . . , n y 2, y ny1. 0 s 1 14 .  .  .
 . j .vanish on 0, q` . Denote by c a , K the first positive zero of1
 j. . ( .C x, K, a . In the same way the solution F x, K, a of the problem
y n. q q x , K , a y s 0, .n
y  i. 0 s a , i s 0, . . . , n y 1 15 .  .i
 .  .vanishes infinitely many times on 0, q` . Let f a , K be its ith positivei
zero.
LEMMA 6. Let a s0 and a )0, is1, . . . , ny1. For all js0, . . . , ny10 i
one has
lim f a , K s 0, lim f a , K s t 0 , .  .1 2
Kªq` Kªq`
lim c j a , K s t j, .1
Kªq`
C j. c 0 a , K , a , K F j. f a , K , a , K .  . . .1 2
lim s lim ny1.ny1. 0 F f a , K , a , KC c a , K , a , KKªq` Kªq`  . .  . . 21
u j. t 0 , 1 .ny1s . 16 .ny1. 0u t , 1 .ny1
Proof. Assume first n ) 3. By Lemma 4, Ks ny2 ª 0. Hence
 n y 1 .  n y 2 .  n y 2 .lim u s , K s lim u K s , 1 s 1 andK ª q ` n y 1 K ª q ` 0
 i.  ny2 . qlim u s , K s 0 for i s 0, . . . , n y 2. By the continuous de-K ªq` ny1
pendence on the initial conditions one has lim c j s t j.K ªq` 1
 i. ny2 . ny1. ny2 .By Lemma 4, y s ry s ª 0 for i s 0, . . . , n y 2, whileK K
 i. ny2 . ny1. ny2 . w ny2 x ny1.y s ) 0 for i F n y 3 and y s - 0. On s , f , yK K 1 K
is negative and decreasing, so we get lim f s 0 and lim f sK ªq` 1 k ªq` 2
0  .t . By the previous considerations we also get 16 .
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1 2  2 .If n s 3 then Ks r2 ª t r2. Since u t r2, 1 ) 0 for i s 0, 1, 2, wei
get
u s 1r2, K s u Ks 1r2, 1 rK 2 ª 0q, .  .2 2
uX s 1r2, K s u Ks 1r2, 1 rK ª 0q, .  .2 1
uY s 1r2, K s u Ks 1r2, 1 ª M ) 0. .  .2 0
We can conclude that lim c j s t j. MoreoverK ªq` 1
y s 1r2 s a Ky1 u Ks 1r2, 1 q a Ky2 u Ks 1r2, 1 ª 0q, .  .  .K 1 1 2 2
yX s 1r2 s a u Ks 1r2, 1 q a Ky1 u Ks 1r2, 1 ª a M ) 0, .  .  .K 1 0 2 1 1
yY s 1r2 s ya Ku Ks 1r2, 1 q a u Ks 1r2, 1 ª y`, .  .  .K 1 2 2 0
proving the claim also in the case n s 3.
LEMMA 7. Let a s 0, a ) 0, i s 1, . . . , n y 1. Then for all e ) 0 there0 i
exist K ) 0 and d ) 0 such that:
< <for e¨ery ¨ector j satisfying j s 0, j ) 0, and j y a - d ,0 i i i
1 F i F n y 1, one has
e e
0< <f j , K - , f j , K y t - , and .  .1 22 2
 i.  i.F f j , K , j , K u t , 1 .  . .2 ny1 0y - eny1. ny1. 0F f j , K , j , K u t , 1 .  . .2 ny1
for all 0 F i F n y 1;
for e¨ery ¨ector j satisfying j s 0, 0 - j - d , 1 F i F n y 2, j s0 i ny1
 x j1, and for e¨ery x g yd , 0 , the first zero larger than x , z , of the jth0 0 1
 .deri¨ ati¨ e of the solution w x of
y n. q q x , K , a y s 0, .n
y  i. x s j , i s 0, . . . , n y 1 17 .  .0 i
satisfies
 i. 0  i.w z u t , 1 . .1 ny1 0j j< <z y t - e and y - e ,1 ny1. 0 ny1. 0w z u t , 1 . .1 ny1
for all 0 F i , j F n y 1.
Proof. The claim follows by Lemma 6, by virtue of the simplicity of the
zeros f , f , c , and by the continuous dependence on the initial point1 2 1
 .and the initial conditions with K fixed .
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LEMMA 8. For all e ) 0 and m G 1 there exist two piecewise constant
 .functions q x , i s 1, 2, satisfyingi, e , m
q x G q x ) 0 for all x g 0, q` , .  . .2, e , m 1, e , m
for which it holds the following: if we denote by w the solution of the problemi
y n. q q x y s 0, .i , e , m
 j.  4  4  i0 .y 0 s 0, j g 0, . . . , n y 1 _ i , y 0 s 1, 18 .  .  .0
by si the kth positi¨ e zero of w and by sU the kth zero, larger than s2, of w  j0 .,k i k 1 2
then
s1 - k y 1 t 0 q t ny1yi0 q e , .2 k
s2 ) k y 1 t 0 q t ny1yi0 y e 19 .  .k
sU ) k y 1 t 0 q t ny1yi0 q t j0 y e , .k
 0 ny1yi0 j0for all k s 1, . . . , m. Recall that t , t , t are the first positi¨ e zeros
 .  .  j0 .  . .of u x, 1 , u x, 1 , and u x, 1 , respecti¨ ely.ny1 i ny10
 i.  0 . ny1. 0 .  i. ny1y i0 .Proof. Let a s u t , 1 ru t , 1 , b s u t , 1 ri ny1 ny1 i i0ny1. ny1yi0 .u t , 1 , i s 0, . . . , n y 1.i0
 .Set d s e . Choosing a s a , . . . , a , and setting successively j sm 0 ny1
m, m y 1, . . . , 2, we get that in correspondence to d , there exists K ) 0j jy1
 .and d ) 0 d - d r2 satisfying the claim of Lemma 7. Finally, byjy1 jy1 j
replacing a by b , in correspondence to d , there exists K ) 0 and d ) 01 0 0
satisfying the claim of the same lemma.
w ny1yi0 x  .Construction of q . We set q ' 1 on 0, t , q x s1, e , m 1, e , m 1, e , m
 ny1yi0 .  ny1yi0 ny1yi0  .x 1q x y t , K , b on t , t q f b , K . One has s -n 0 2 0 2
t ny1yi0 q d and s1 - t 0 q t ny1yi0 q d . Moreover the corresponding1 3 1
solution w satisfies the inequality1
 i. 1  i. 0w s u t , 1 . .1 3 ny1y - d , for 0 F i F n y 1. 20 .1ny1. 1 ny1. 0w s u t , 1 . .1 3 ny1
 .  1 .  1 1  .xNow we set q x s q x y s , K , j on s , s q f j , K , where1, e , m n 3 1 3 3 2 1
 i. 1. 1 0 ny1yi0j s w s . As d - d r2, again by Lemma 7 one has s - t q ti 1 3 1 2 4
1 0 ny1yi0  .q d and s - 2t q t q d and relation 20 holds if we replace2 5 2
s1 by s1 and d by d . The previous construction can be continued in the3 5 1 2
w 1 xsame way defining q on all the interval 0, s and one has1, e , m 2 mq1
1  . 0 ny1yi0 1 0 ny1yi0s - m y 1 t q t q e , s - mt q t q e and rela-2 m 2 mq1
 . 1 1tion 20 holds by replacing s by s and d by e .3 2 mq1 1
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 ny1yi0 ny1yi0.Construction of q . Let c g t y d , t . We set q2, e , m 0 0 2, e , m
w x  i. .' 1 on 0, c . Let g s w c , i s 0, . . . , n y 1. By Lemma 5, there0 i 2 0
U 0 U . ny1yi0  i. 0exists K ) 0 such that c q s g , K - t and j s y s g ,0 0 0 i K
U .. ny1. 0 U ..K ry s g , K satisfies 0 - j - d for i s 1, . . . , n y 2.0 K 0 i 0
 .  . U  0 U ..  .Set q x s q x q K on c , c q s g , K and q x s1, e , m 0 0 0 0
 .  .q x otherwise. By Lemma 7 if we replace q by q in 18 , then the1, e , m 1, e , m
corresponding solution has a first zero at the point s2 - t ny1yi0 and the1
second zero s2 satisfies t 0 q t ny1yi0 y d - s2 - s1 - t 0 q t ny1yi0 q d2 1 2 3 1
 2 1  .. U ny1yi0 j0observe that s - s by Theorem 1 a , moreover s ) t q t y d .2 3 1 1
 0 ny1yi0 2 . w xLet c g t q t y d , s . Now we define q ' q on 0, c ,1 1 2 2, e , m 1
and starting from c we repeat the previous construction, i.e., we set1
 i. . Ug s w c . Then by Lemma 5 there exists K ) 0 such that c qi 2 1 1 1
0 U . 1  i. 0 U .. ny1. 0 U ..s g , K - s and j s y s g , K ry s g , K satisfies 0 -1 3 i K 1 K 1
j - d for all i s 1, . . . , n y 2. By Lemma 7 and Theorem 1, we findi 1
2t 0 q t ny1yi0 y d - s2 - s1 - 2t 0 q t ny1yi0 q d and sU ) t 0 q2 3 5 2 2
t ny1yi0 q t j0 y d .2
 0 ny1yi0 2 .Then we choose c g 2t q t y d , s and we can define q2 2 3 2, e , m
 x U  0 U ..also in the interval c , c setting q s K on c , c q s g , K1 2 2, e , m 1 1 1 1
and q s q otherwise. This construction can be repeated for all2, e , m 1, e , m
 .k F m. As d F e , the three relations of 19 are satisfied for all k si
1, . . . , m.
 .  .Proof of Claims a and b of Theorem 3. Let q , i s 1, 2, be twoi, e , m
functions satisfying Lemma 8. Since all the positive zeros of the derivatives
 .of order F n y 1 of the solution of 18 are simple we can assume that the
functions q are continuous and positive.i, e , m
Consider now the points T , TU , corresponding to the choice q s q ,k k 1, e , m
Q s q , where m s 2k. T and TU are the k th zeros of w  j0 . and w  j0 .,2, e , m k k 1 2
respectively.
Assume that 0 g A, whence j F i . If j s 0 then T s s1 and TU s s2.0 0 0 k k k k
 . 1  . 0 ny1yi0 U 2By 19 one has T s s - k y 2 t q t q e and T s s )2 ky2 2 ky2 k k
 . 0 ny1yi0 0k y 1 t q t y e . Choosing e - t r2 we have the claim. Let
0 - j F i . One has T - s1 - T for all i s 1, . . . , k and TU s sU .0 0 i i iq1 k ky1
1  . 0 ny1yi0 U U Therefore T - s - k y 2 t q t q e and T s s ) k2 ky2 2 ky2 k ky1
. 0 ny1yi0 j0 j0y 2 t q t q t y e . Choosing e - t r2 one has the claim.
Assume that 0 f A. Now s1 - T - s1 for all i s 1, . . . , k. So T -i i iq1 2 ky1
1  . 0 ny1yi0 U U  . 0 ny1yi0 j0s - k y 1 t q t q e and T s s ) k y 1 t q t q t2 k k k
y e , proving the claim.
 .  .Proof of Claims c and d of Theorem 3. By virtue of the ``Corre-
 .  .  .sponding Principle'' see Section 2 , c and d follow immediately from
 .  .parts a and b .
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